The OSCE’s Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine

The OSCE’s Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine within the multilateral attempt to manage or resolve the conflict in the Donets’ Basin (Donbas). It aims to tentatively assess the SMM’s influence on the de-escalation of the conflict during the Presidency of Petro Poroshenko, as a relatively closed political period. We explore the Mission’s mandate, various evaluations of its operations and effectiveness, as well as the conflict participants’ interaction with the Mission. The nature and dimension of the conflict have posed an, in its dimension, novel, yet, in its nature, not untypical challenge to the consensus-based OSCE. Despite the challenges of the Mission’s specific scope and the limits placed on it by both Russian sabotage and a lack of resources, the SMM nevertheless managed, in 2014-2019, to contribute to de-escalation in the Donbas. Determinants of the net positive contribution of the SMM include its continued and large presence on the spot, the improvement of its reports on...
the situation in the conflict zone, as well as the development of more sophisticated monitoring methodologies and technologies over time.
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“While imperfect, the SMM is at least ‘a fact on the ground’ while a larger peace operation is still only a hypothetical possibility.”

RICHARD GOWAN, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Introduction*

This paper explores the political role, first achievements and public critique of the Organization of Security and Cooperation in Europe’s (OSCE) Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) to Ukraine, within the multilateral attempt to manage or resolve the conflict in the Donets Basin (Donbas). Our central question is: What kind of influence did the SMM – negative, positive or neutral – have on the de-escalation of the conflict in Ukraine’s Donets Basin during 2014–2019? In order to find an analytically satisfying answer to this question
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* We are grateful to a number of OSCE officers who provided us with background information. None of them, however, is responsible for possible imprecisions or misrepresentations that this paper may still contain. The paper is a result of the project “Collective Action of Non-State Armed Groups in the Ukrainian Conflict: A Comparison of Pro-Russian and Ukrainian Non-state Armed Groups,” led by Prof. Andreas Heinemann-Grüder (University of Bonn), funded by the Volkswagen Foundation in Germany, and jointly implemented by the Bonn International Conversion Center (BICC) and Institute for Euro-Atlantic Cooperation in Kyiv (IEAC). See: app.dimensions.ai/details/grant/grant.4974241. The paper has also benefited from support by “Accommodation of Regional Diversity in Ukraine (ARDU): A research project funded by the Research Council of Norway (NORRUSS Plus Programme).” See: blogg.hioa.no/ardu/category/about-the-project/.

we explore the mandate, capacity, as well as context of the Mission, in particular in the framework of the so-called Minsk process. We will also, in light of this setting and of opinions of local observers, lay down the Mission’s first relative successes and failures. Additionally, we will establish how the conflict’s main opponents have been viewing and trying to impact the Mission.

The paper proceeds in four steps. The first part highlights the specific nature and subsequent challenges of the SMM compared to other OSCE missions. The second part analyzes the SMM’s mandate, its limits and some debates on possible extensions or alternatives to the Mission. The largest and third part discusses the effectiveness of the Mission’s operation while differentiating between positive and critical evaluations of observers over time. In the last and fourth part, a short analysis of the impact of the three major conflict participants – the Russian Federation, Ukraine and the representatives of the two Donbas de-facto entities – on the Mission’s operation is provided. In the conclusion, we draw some tentative lessons for the Mission’s future.²

In spite of the topic’s high salience for all-European affairs, Ukrainian national security as well as Western-Russian relations, the body of academic literature on the OSCE SMM in Ukraine has, so far, been relatively small.³ An informative essay of 2015 on the OSCE SMM by the Polish historian and former Mission member Łukasz Adamski can still count as a good initial critique of


the SMM’s inceptive position and performance. In spite of the geopolitical and comparative-analytical salience of the Mission’s set-up, operation and future, only few informative think-tank or academic papers have so far been published specifically on the SMM. We thus refer here primarily to journalistic accounts of the OSCE SMM’s activities, interviews as well as articles authored by OSCE representatives including former members of the Mission.

In view of the novelty of the Mission, the ongoing evolution of its mode of operation, and scarcity of reliable data so far, this paper cannot evaluate the OSCE’s activities in the Donbas as a whole. Instead, we focus here on international and Ukrainian journalistic, political and analytic assessments of this unique OSCE operation within an ongoing conflict. The period under investigation covers the first five years of the SMM’s operation until 2019. We try to draw, from the evolving discourse around the SMM, first inferences that may have wider implications for civilian missions of international organizations in general. We are not yet dealing here with the SMM’s active role as a dialogue facilitator in Ukraine’s and Russia’s disengagement efforts at three points along the contact line, at Zolote, Petrivs'ke and Stanytsia Luhans'ka. These sub-operations only started in earnest in 2019, and were thus too recent yet for us to informatively reflect upon them by early 2020 when research for this paper was completed.

Finally, we have decided to focus here on the time of Petro Poroshenko’s presidency from June 2014 to May 2019. This period represents a relatively closed era that ended with the triumphant victories of Volodymyr Zelens'kyy as presidential candidate and of his party “Sluha narodu” (“Servant of the People”) in the parliamentary elections of 2019. In so far as Zelens'kyy had explicitly campaigned against many of Poroshenko’s policies, including some of those related to the Donbas, his own and his followers’ take-over of legislative and executive power in summer 2019 opened a new stage, within Ukrainian politics in general, and in terms of Kyiv’s approach to the Donbas conflict, in particular. To be sure, the change of Ukrainian leadership in 2019 had no direct

---


repercussions for the OSCE and SMM. Yet, it modified the overall context of their operation in Ukraine to a sufficient degree to warrant a limitation of this paper to the period of Poroshenko’s presidency.

Challenges for an Observation Mission in the Conflict in Ukraine

The OSCE is an inclusive intergovernmental security organization whose work is officially claimed to follow consensual norms of its 57 participating states. Proceeding from these realities, the German OSCE expert Wolfgang Zellner argued already in 2016 that the continuously confrontational and still not post-conflictual environment for the OSCE’s operation in Ukraine is an extraordinary challenge for the Organization:

“An impartial, inclusive and comprehensive approach to conflict management means a deeply norm-based approach – typical for the OSCE. As the example of the Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) to Ukraine has shown, such an approach does not have to be abandoned under conditions of a predominantly confrontational environment. However, it is more difficult to implement, and its implementation uses more resources than in a cooperative environment.”7

Under these especially demanding conditions, the OSCE’s consensual mode of decision-making becomes a hindrance rather than an opportunity as it creates multiple collective action problems. On the one hand, the inclusiveness of the OSCE enhances the acceptance of its mandate. Yet, at the same time, it poses a threat to the Organization’s impartiality as it allows stakeholders in the conflict to participate in the formulation of crucial conditions and directives, for instance, with regard to such operations as the SMM.8 Not only Ukrainian

critics of the OSCE’s mode of operation have pointed out that de facto Moscow was the initiator and is a major party to the conflict (on which more below).9

Although Russia is a full participant of the Trilateral Contact Group (TCG) and Normandy Format negotiations, it is – unlike the Ukrainian state – not officially recognized, however, as representing one of the two sides in the Donbas conflict, by most international organizations including the OSCE. This gives the Kremlin the opportunity to participate, in different ways than Kyiv, in the decision-making process of the OSCE with regard to the conflict in the Donbas. Representatives of the Russian Federation and of states allied with Moscow are, for instance, included in the SMM albeit not in high numbers.10 Their inclusion is in so far helpful as this legitimizes the OSCE’s presence in Eastern Ukraine, in the eyes of the pro-Russian “separatists,” and thus furthers the SMM’s fulfilment of its mandate. At the same time, Russia’s overall influence and the consensual character of decision-making in the OSCE prevents the Organization from taking fully adequate, timely and decisive actions that could contribute to the peaceful resolution of the conflict.

The OSCE’s parallel role as provider of a framework for negotiation through the TCG makes it, moreover, not only an observing but also political actor of its own, in the conflict resolution process. To be sure, the TCG is, as such, seen positively by most observers simply because it is the “only inclusive consultative body,” at hand.11 In spring 2020, its peculiar relevance for many Ukrainian experts was illustrated during a discussion in Kyiv, around a project for a new so-called “Consultative Council.” This advisory organ, so it was planned, would be attached to the TCG and include, in prominent and official roles, representatives of the “Donetsk People’s Republic” (DPR) and “Lugansk Peoples Republic” (LPR).12 The backlash from Ukraine’s experts community and civil society made it clear that, for various Ukrainian politicians, diplomats and observers, the TCG’s mere existence, in its current form, is symbolically, legally and

12 For details on this project, a discussion of which is beyond the scope of this paper, see Vladimir Socor, “Kozak-Yermak Plan on Donbas: The Fine Print,” Eurasia Daily Monitor, vol. 17, no. 40, March 26, 2020, jamestown.org/program/kozak-yermak-plan-on-donbas-the-fine-print/ (accessed 25 April 2020).
geopolitically important. Its basic structure, i.e. two countries plus the OSCE, identifies Russia – at least, implicitly – as one of the two parties to the conflict. The 2020 Ukrainian discussion of the abortive project of a “Consultative Council” also highlighted the special role of the OSCE within the existing TCG.

On the other hand, however, the unusually heavy and two- or even threefold involvement of the Organization – as the SMM’s operator, a TCG member and overall dominating institutional roof for the resolution of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine – creates special challenges to the OSCE’s attempt to build and keep peace. This novel modus operandi entails contradictions and risks in those situations in which the OSCE’s monitoring function in the Donbas becomes incongruous with its general inclusivity in Europe and mediating role in Minsk. In view of this special multi-dimensional and prominent role, the OSCE’s presumably advantageous openness and inclusiveness has not always been seen as adequate to the conflict’s challenges.

For example, observational data made public by the SMM has, in the Ukrainian press, been alleged to trigger offensive military action by the Russia-led separatists, especially when such information was new or when it served as confirmation of unverified assumptions. Some armed forces maneuvering near the Donets’k filter station in early 2017, as a reaction to public statements made by SMM officials, have been alleged to represent such a case. An article in the leading news website Ukrains’ka Pravda argued:

“Perhaps, the actions of the militants could have been provoked by statements of the Deputy Chairman of the OSCE, Alexander Hug, who said on January 22 that he had seen the Ukrainian armed forces establishing new positions in the area where damage could be caused. Hug, in fact, revealed the positions of the Ukrainian military in this direction. ‘The settlement of Kruta Balka and DFS [Donets’k filter station] lie in the middle of these positions. If this process is not stopped, you know what will happen,’ – Russian media quoted Hug’s statements during his stay in occupied Donetsk.”

Whether justified or not, such allegations hurt not only the image of the SMM. They indirectly also undermine the OSCE’s role as a mediator in the TCG and

as the international organization that is, in general, most heavily involved in attempts to contain and solve the Donbas conflict. One would have to add though, concerning the above case, that the hitherto critical situation caused by poor technical conditions of the mentioned Donets’k filter station was resolved, to considerable degree, thanks to help from the osce smm – a fact also acknowledged and welcomed by Kyiv. A ceasefire regime was established in order to allow technicians to access and repair the station.\textsuperscript{15}

The osce cannot help but to protect an official public image as an impartial organization and to follow neutral reporting instructions. By doing so, the Organization’s representatives have, however, repeatedly triggered public discontent in the host country, Ukraine. Choosing, justifying and enforcing universally accepted formulations and terminology has, for the osce, become a considerable challenge under conditions of an ongoing low-intensity conflict. An illustration of this issue was an incident in 2018 with the influential US magazine \textit{Foreign Policy}. The magazine was forced to amend one of its publications by removing Deputy smm head Alexander Hug’s contentious remark that “the osce had not seen direct evidence of Russian involvement in eastern Ukraine” since, as an after-note on \textit{Foreign Policy}'s website explains, “it did not convey his intended view.”\textsuperscript{16}

Finally, improvement of the technical equipment of the smm has been a major challenge, and, even after considerable progress, remains a lasting issue. Over the previous years, significant steps have been made in this direction, such as the increasing use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (uav) and long-range cameras. Still, Ukrainian negotiators have asked for further upgrading of the technical capacity of the smm. Such a modernization could, for instance, enable the Mission “not only to record the consequences of night attacks, but also to have equipment that would allow it to observe the situation at the withdrawal line overnight.”\textsuperscript{17}


The SMM’s Mandate and Role in the Minsk Process

Established already before the outbreak of armed confrontations in mid-April 2014, the OSCE SMM to Ukraine is the only international observer group permanently deployed to the conflict area in the Donbas. It has exclusive, yet limited access to both government- and separatist-controlled territories. The first monitors became deployed as early as spring 2014, within less than 24 hours after a consensual decision of all OSCE participating states, on March 21st, 2014, to establish such a mission.

According to the Mission’s original and, by early 2021, still valid mandate, the aim of the SMM is to “to contribute … to reducing tensions and fostering peace, stability and security; and to monitoring and supporting the implementation of all OSCE principles and commitments.” More specifically, its tasks, as set on 21 March 2014, are to:

“Gather information and report on the security situation in the area of operation; Establish and report facts in response to specific incidents and reports of incidents, including those concerning alleged violations of fundamental OSCE principles and commitments; Monitor and support respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the rights of persons belonging to national minorities; [E]stablish contact with local, regional and national authorities, civil society, ethnic and religious groups, and members of the local population; Facilitate the dialogue on the ground in order to reduce tensions and promote normalization of the situation; Report on any restrictions of the monitoring mission’s freedom of movement or other impediments to fulfilment of its mandate; Co-ordinate with and support the work of the OSCE executive structures, including the High Commissioner on National Minorities, the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights and the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, in full respect of their mandates.”

as co-operate with the United Nations, the Council of Europe and other actors of the international community.”

Moreover, the SMM is only one part of a larger involvement of the OSCE in the international attempt to solve the Russian-Ukrainian conflict. Other elements of the international resolution effort include the meetings of the Normandy Four format (Ukraine, Russia, France and Germany) as well as the so-called Trilateral Contact Group (OSCE, Ukraine and Russia) and OSCE Permanent Council. The SMM has an annual budget of around EUR 100 million, and, in 2019, had approximately 1,300 staff members among whom more than 740 are monitors who not only observe, but also work to reduce tensions within an ongoing conflict.

The nature and shape of the SMM to Ukraine differs from previous as well as other currently operating OSCE missions. Being a former member of the SMM, Hilde Haug has, among others, pointed out that “it was the first time that the OSCE deployed a civilian field mission of this scope that would come to work in a high-risk environment in an active conflict stage.” In the latter regard, the SMM is only partly comparable to some former operations in the Western Balkans, such as the OSCE Kosovo Verification Mission or OSCE Task Force for Kosovo. Together with the OSCE Project Coordinator in Ukraine and the OSCE Observer Mission at the Russian Federation checkpoints Gukovo and Donetsk, the SMM in Ukraine constitutes a large presence of the OSCE, at an active conflict site. It is monitoring not a frozen conflict, but a low-intensity, yet almost daily ongoing, partly delegated inter-state war between Europe’s territorially two largest countries.
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21 Ibid.
24 Donetsk is here a Russian town not to be confused with the Ukrainian Donbas city of the same name that is the capital of Ukraine’s Donets’ka oblast. The Russian town is here written as Donetsk while the Ukrainian city is, in accordance with the different Ukrainian spelling, transliterated as Donets’k. Within the name of the “Donetsk People’s Republic” named after the Ukrainian city of Donetsk, however, the Russian spelling might have to be used in as far as this pseudo-state hardly uses Ukrainian language. Behind the abbreviation Donbas is the name Donets’ Basin and not, as one can read sometimes, “Donets’k Basin” in so far as it refers to the Ukrainian river Sivers’kyi Donets’ (also flowing through the Luhans’ka oblast’), and not the Ukrainian city of Donets’k.
The Mission is also part and parcel of the OSCE’s role as an intermediary between Kyiv and Moscow within the so-called Minsk process. This negotiation format was started in early autumn 2014, and brings Ukraine, Russia and the OSCE together, within the mentioned TCG. The Minsk process is based on various documents signed by Ukraine’s and Russia’s representatives at meetings in the Belarusian capital in 2014–2015. The 2nd and 4th points of the Minsk Protocol signed on September 5th, 2014, assign to the SMM special jurisdiction in exercising oversight over the withdrawal of heavy weapons.26 The so-called second Minsk Agreement of February 12th, 2015, mentions the OSCE in its 2nd, 3rd and 10th points as having exclusive monitoring and oversight functions in the conflict zone.27 Within the international negotiation process on the Donbas war, the OSCE’s SMM and its reports play an important role as sources of legitimation for various negotiators’ positions within the TCG, and Normandy Format.

Limitations and Discussions of the SMM’s Mandate

The mandate of the OSCE SMM to Ukraine is at the center of the contention between supporters of a continued purely civilian nature of the Mission and those advocating a more robust presence of the OSCE in the Donbas. In spite of many changes on the ground by then, in spring 2019, 2020 and 2021, the SMM’s mandate was extended each time for a year without any significant amendments.28 As before, the observation mandate formally covers the entire territory of Ukraine. However, in reality, the Mission is significantly present only in Eastern Ukraine (as well as to a lesser degree in Kyiv), and continues to have incomplete access to the areas of the Donbas controlled by the Russia-led separatists.

Moreover, the SMM has no presence on the Crimean peninsula annexed by Russia.29 As its decision-making is largely consensual, the Russian Federation

was and is able to prevent the OSCE from expanding its presence to Crimea. A Ukrainian observer reports:

“In March 2014, 57 OSCE participating States approved by consensus the mandate of the OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine. Since March 2014, the mandate of the mission has not changed. Any change to the SMM mandate requires a unanimous decision by all 57 OSCE participating states, including Ukraine and Russia. However, there was no consensus on access of the SMM to Crimea.”

As before, the SMM remains so far a purely civilian mission that only monitors the conflict, but cannot intervene into it – at least, not on the spot. In the words of a Ukrainian observer: “The role of the SMM in the de-escalation of the conflict is useful though limited. The OSCE mission is not peacekeeping. The mandate of the mission does not allow its staff to directly ensure separation of forces.” This *modus operandi* has been preserved to date although it was argued already in 2016 not only by Ukrainian observers that – particularly, during periods of conflict escalation – the SMM’s purely “civil mandate is not adequate for such a tense and violent situation.”

As the differing expectations of the conflict parties from the OSCE are not met by the existing mandate of the SMM, there were attempts to change the mandate of the Mission. Kyiv has always favored a far more robust mandate that would allow observers to, if necessary, also intervene into the conflict, on the spot. Such Ukrainian desires, however, encounter not only resistance from Russia and her allies among the OSCE participating states. They also face the general challenge that the OSCE has only limited experience with the deployment of armed missions to its participating states, and especially to those
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suffering from ongoing low-intensity warfare – i.e. from a not yet fully frozen conflict.

This generic and not only Donbas-specific complication is acknowledged in Kyiv. In the analysis of Ukrainian foreign affairs commentator Olena Snyhir, for instance, an OSCE police operation could theoretically provide

“assistance in establishing control over the occupied territory of Donbas through control over the frontline and locations of heavy weapons deployment; restoration of control over the Ukrainian-Russian border; guarantees of security during the preparation and conduct of elections; transfer of power to legally elected representatives of local self-government. However, the OSCE has no experience in organizing a police mission with a mandate that meets the abovementioned requirements. All OSCE police-related missions were post-conflict missions and were limited to training of local police forces. The mandate of these missions in no way required involvement of the mission personnel in conflict management.”34

Moreover, the OSCE lacks not only field experience with armed missions. It also has far lower organizational capacity than the UN – the world’s prime international peacekeeping institution.35 For instance, a transformation of the SMM into a police mission would entail not only multiple operational, but also various organizational challenges for the entire OSCE. In particular, Snyhir admits, the

“establishment of an international peacekeeping contingent under the auspices of the OSCE [...] requires a reform of the OSCE itself which is a long-term issue. Therefore, at this stage, the idea of an ‘armed police mission of the OSCE’ can only be a matter of dialogue to find more realistic options. In this context, the very fact of discussing the need to involve an international peacekeeping contingent in Ukraine is important.”36

36 Snyhir, “OBSE v Ukraini: rol’ Rosii, SMM ta pytannia myrotvorchoho kontyngentu.”
Finally, continuing limitations to the Mission’s current and future mandate are due to funding issues. The budget of the SMM to Ukraine is separate from the Organization’s so-called Unified Budget. It is linked to, and defined by, the Mission’s specific mandate in the Donbas. “The SMM in Ukraine is not part of the Unified Budget because of its sheer scale and because it was created as an urgent response to the escalating crisis. Planning of the SMM took place in January 2014 when the work on the Unified OSCE budget was already completed.”

At various stages of the conflict, apart from a fundamental transformation of the SMM’s mandate, other peace operations by different organizations were repeatedly discussed. This concerned especially the option of a UN peacemaking and -keeping mission. Such debates also included the idea of an EU police force for Ukraine although none of the Donbas conflict parties is a member of the EU. The presupposition of most of these proposals was and is that a supplementary mission (or several combined missions) would complement the current purely civilian efforts of the SMM by additional – above all, military –
means. However, until today these debates have remained hypothetical. For a variety of reasons, Western countries are not keen to send troops to Ukraine while Russia has remained disinterested in a sufficiently robust armed mission that would change the current status quo in the occupied territories.

Positive Evaluations of the SMM’s Monitoring Activities and Development

According to the OSCE, the SMM’s “main tasks are to observe and report in an impartial and objective way on the situation in Ukraine; and to facilitate dialogue among all parties to the crisis.”\(^{42}\) The, perhaps, most important achievement of the OSCE SMM, so far, is the long continuation of its operation as such. The mere physical presence – “to see and be seen”\(^{43}\) – of international observers from the very first days of the conflict has most probably prevented atrocities and escalation that could have happened without the SMM being in place.

Another success of no less importance are the constantly improving reports. In the words of a Ukrainian political analyst:

“[s]uch reports are important to us and to the world. The OSCE mission is not really a tool for solving the problem in the Donbas. However, even in such a format, we need an international presence in order to at least somehow see the whole picture of the shots fired and to deter shooting by the militants, mark the international presence there and record the mode of fire.”\(^{44}\)

Marie Yovanovitch, US Ambassador to Ukraine in 2016–2019, emphasized, at the beginning of her term, in an interview to Ukrainian media the importance of the work of the OSCE monitors. She warned against excessive expectations from the Mission, and remarked:

“I cannot agree that the OSCE is not working. This organization has done a lot for Ukraine. [...] Let’s take the SMM, which plays a truly heroic role, along with Ukrainian soldiers. For the international community they


\(^{43}\) Kemp, “Civilians in a War Zone: The OSCE in Eastern Ukraine.”

provide much-needed information about what is happening, providing us with both facts and context. Yes, I know that it is popular to criticize the SMM.45

From the beginning of the conflict, a number of mainly Ukrainian non-governmental initiatives and organizations have been providing topical information and, partly, monitoring reports on conflict-related developments – sometimes via informal channels such as blogs and private profiles in social media. Some of these initiatives had or claimed to have had ties with international governmental organizations,46 including the OSCE.47 As the official Mission grew and its daily reports became ever more detailed and structured, the OSCE SMM has, however, gained a virtual monopoly as provider of the most comprehensive and timely updates. They are used by governmental institutions, international organizations, research centers and mass media as well as individual investigators as the main and most reliable source of conflict-related data. Some such investigative initiatives, like the Ukrainian NGO InformNapalm, base their publications on data (including visuals) extracted from OSCE reports that are interpreted and complemented by their own experts.48

A comparison of the very first daily reports of April 2014 with those of, for instance, October 2019 reveals that the structure and contents of the SMM’s monitoring have undergone substantial change during this five-and-a-half-year period.49 Whereas its early reports tracked a wide range of developments all over Ukraine, the later ones mostly provide extensive descriptions of the situation in the Donbas. Though often not assigning clear responsibility for this or that action, the reports treat such important topics as observed (seen or heard)
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violations of ceasefire agreements, weaponry movements, denials of access for the SMM to certain areas,⁵⁰ or the employment of minors as soldiers.⁵¹

The amount of data provided by the SMM is considerable and is, with every passing year, becoming more conclusive. The constantly growing number of observations allows for syn- and diachronic comparison, statistical analysis, as well as historic interpretation. For example, during the year 2018, the SMM recorded altogether 312,554 ceasefire violations. This number was almost 25% lower than it had been in 2017, and was largely similar to the amount of such violations recorded during 2016. Throughout 2018, the SMM also counted 1,176 cases of restriction of its movements in the conflict zone. Among the 3,818 recorded cases of weapons being observed at locations that violate the agreed-upon withdrawal lines, the distribution of such incidents between Ukrainian governmental and Russia-led separatist forces equaled 43% and 57% respectively.⁵²

According to the SMM-recorded cases of shooting or shelling, and regardless of provocations that preceded them, both sides – i.e. the Ukrainian government forces and Russia-backed irregulars – are responsible for violations of the ceasefire regime.⁵³ In 2017, the then Principal Deputy Chief Monitor of the OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine, Alexander Hug, stated that

“[w]eapons, banned by the Minsk Agreements, namely tanks, mortars and artillery systems, including rocket-propelled systems, are still in use. Withdrawal of forces and resources, even at the three agreed pilot sites, is, at best, only partially accomplished; the Donbas territory is littered with landmines and explosive ammunition, and ceasefire remains the exception rather than the rule.”⁵⁴


Despite the relatively impressive scale of the Mission, some observers argue that it is still too small to adequately cover the more than 17 thousand square kilometers of the conflict zone.\textsuperscript{55} While this point is hardly debatable, the effectiveness of the Mission’s observation activity has over the years improved as a result of increasingly sophisticated monitoring methodology and technology. In early 2020, Dragana Nikolic-Solomon, Head of the Press and Public Information Unit of the OSCE SMM in Kyiv, stated:

“The SMM continues its monitoring at night, during which it listens, observes, and records ceasefire violations from its Forward Patrol Bases (FPBs) and with the help of technology. The SMM has around 28 cameras in multiple locations and uses unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and satellite imagery, across the Donets’k and Luhans’k regions. Long-range UAVs, in particular, significantly increase the SMM’s capabilities to conduct nighttime observations. The Mission plans to install additional technical equipment, including more static cameras, and to open additional forward patrol bases on both sides of the contact line, in particular in areas close to the sections of the Ukraine-Russian Federation border not controlled by the Ukrainian government.”\textsuperscript{56}

\textbf{Lack of Political Leverage and Territorial Reach: Critical Evaluations of the SMM}

Criticism of the SMM has been widespread. The Ukrainian critique can be mostly seen though as merely one national permutation of a more general discontent with the OSCE as an organization that includes all conflicting parties, yet has been failing “to resolve many protracted conflicts on the periphery of the Russian Federation, including Nagorno-Karabakh, South Ossetia, and Transnistria.”\textsuperscript{57} The OSCE has particularly struggled “to respond to Russia’s military interventions in Georgia and Ukraine.”\textsuperscript{58} The SMM to Ukraine has been

---


\textsuperscript{56} Personal communication, Kyiv, 20 January 2020.


\textsuperscript{58} Ibid.
labelled as yet “another peace operation operating without a clear political strategy” whose “teams play an important and courageous role in monitoring the still active conflict, but lack the leverage or top-level backup to resolve it.”59 Ukrainian analyst Mariia Zolkina concluded that “the current ‘arbiter’ represented by the OSCE SMM is absolutely powerless to influence the aggressor.”60

It is a widespread perception that the SMM’s operation is severely constrained by the conflict’s larger geopolitical context – namely, the general crisis in relations between Russia and the West.61 Moreover, the peculiar alignment of forces and heavy involvement of the Russian state in the Ukrainian Donbas determine the tone of Ukrainian and other observers’ assessments of the OSCE’s relative failures and achievements. Not without reason, the Organization is – because of its prominence in all aspects of the conflict settlement efforts – seen as not only an observer of, but also active participant in, political processes between Russia, Ukraine and the West.

In any way, the OSCE’s SMM has only a very limited role to play as a peacekeeper as its only instruments are its unarmed presence on the spot, official observation reports, and certain non-public communication channels. The Mission’s tightly restricted authority is thus in dissonance with the OSCE’s high degree of responsibility for soothing the conflict in Eastern Ukraine. The structural incoherence of this setting appears to benefit Moscow and may have been consciously shaped this way. The OSCE’s deep involvement in the conflict’s resolution contradicts its largely consensual decision making and limited role as a mere mediator in the Minsk process. Often, this means that the OSCE functions as a platform of “last resort” for the conflicting parties once they fail to reach results via direct negotiations.

The tension stemming from this ambivalent situation is further aggravated by Ukraine’s and its international partners’ allegations that Russian influence in the OSCE is not limited to obstruction of the Organization’s decision-making processes. Moscow’s preferences are also reflected, so it is perceived in Kyiv and elsewhere, in the OSCE’s field operations. Russian citizens, as citizens of an OSCE participating state, are part of the SMM on a permanent basis.62 Some

62 “More Russians among OSCE observers in Donbas.”
of them have been suspected of espionage and even claimed to be full-time spies.63 Ukraine cannot compose the list of Russians that arrive to Ukraine as part of the SMM. It can, however, deny entry for certain persons if there is sufficiently substantiated suspicion of their unsuitability.

Some analysts have alleged that still most of the Russian monitors are affiliated with various Russian security services.64 In the opinion of an Irish long-term resident of Ukraine writing for the Atlantic Council, for example:

“[t]he OSCE SMM has been compromised. It cannot serve in the unbiased way that it is meant to as long as there is a gaggle of Russian spies sitting in the heart of the mission that is designed to inform the world about events from a conflict that Russia itself has created. The only way around this problem, and the only appropriate sanction against Russia for its deliberate efforts to compromise the mission, not to say endangering the monitors involved, is the unanimity minus one principle.”65

Apart from suspicion that it includes biased or even spying monitors, the OSCE SMM’s inability to properly monitor parts of the separatists-controlled areas in the Donbas has been another main topic of Ukrainian criticism. This concerns, in particular, the Mission’s frequent inability to fully record and report the movement of weaponry from Russia. To be sure, in recent years, the SMM has made increased efforts to provide such monitoring through, for instance, more usage of UAVs. However, the Russia-led separatist forces’ sometimes abrasive counter-actions against the OSCE’s UAVs observing movement of weaponry – i.e. its jamming or shooting of the drones – have hindered these efforts. The aggressive attempts to contain the operation of the UAVs also indicate that their employment and capabilities are seen as relevant by the observed.66
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In general, frequent outright restrictions to the movement of the SMM by the so-called DPR and LPR as well as other permanent limitations such as the grave danger to the monitors emanating from land mines, make direct around-the-clock observation of the area an arduous and often impossible task. These confinements are, to be sure, independent from the intentions of the OSCE’s decision makers in Vienna and operating officers in Ukraine. Still, the SMM’s incapability to fully cover the occupied territories and document certain relevant military as well as pertaining non-military (i.e. political, social and economic) developments continues to damage the SMM’s reputation as an observation operation. Against the background that Russia, as a de facto party to the conflict, has not been officially recognized by the OSCE as such, the effectiveness and impartiality of some OSCE decisions and actions is bound to be met with reservation in Ukraine – and elsewhere too.

The OSCE’s additional special Observer Mission at the Russian Checkpoints Gukovo and Donetsk (and not Donets’k), while being separate from the main OSCE mission, represents a peculiar facet of the overall monitoring efforts of the OSCE in the Donbas. That is because, in contrast to these two relatively small locations, the Russia-led separatists deny permanent direct access to other parts of the Russian-Ukrainian border, where their irregular forces control Ukrainian territory. This continuing limitation of the SMM’s reach constitutes a fundamental violation of the Mission’s mandate. It prevents the OSCE from exercising a comprehensive monitoring of cross-border arms movement.

For many Kyiv observers, the Gukovo and Donetsk checkpoint observation missions mainly fulfill fig leaf and propaganda functions for Russia. In Ukraine, these two Russian checkpoints that cover around 40 km out of the approximately 400 km border with the separatist so-called “people’s republics” are seen as mere façades. They and their officially permitted observation of certain points by a separate mission of the OSCE are used to support Russian claims of “non-involvement” in the conflict.

Still, Paul Picard, a former Chief Observer, revealed that even at those two checkpoints, OSCE observers have seen people in camouflage with no insignia or officer marks crossing the border:

“They called themselves volunteers, they said that they have families in Ukraine and in Russia, and that they are going to help their own. They said they were unable to cross the border with weapons, but from the...
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Russian Diplomatic and Political Sabotage of the SMM’s Operation

Looking back at the last 30 years, the above Ukrainian discontent with the OSCE can be seen as merely reflecting larger issues in the Organization’s post-Soviet existence not specific to the Donbas conflict. There has always been ambivalence, in the stances of various post-Soviet states, about the CSCE’s and later OSCE’s role in post-communist Eastern Europe. The CSCE/OSCE was and is perceived differently by the opposing parties of the post-1991 political, diplomatic and military confrontations. This is especially so for those states that are in armed conflict with each other within frozen, simmering or hot territorial conflicts, in the region, yet are nevertheless all full and supposedly equal participants of the same regional organization.

The contradictory structure of this situation is a reason for the curious phenomenon that the OSCE has occasionally been simultaneously considered to be an ally of the confronting sides of such conflicts. This paradoxical situation is a result of, among others, the mentioned largely consensual mode of its decision making. Thus, for example, during the 1990s,

“[t]he Russian government of Boris Yeltsin actively supported the OSCE’s diplomatic engagement in Estonia and Latvia, because Yeltsin saw the missions as a means of protecting the rights of Russian minorities in both countries while defending his credibility against his own nationalist domestic critics. Government officials in Estonia, Latvia, and Ukraine, by contrast, viewed the OSCE’s involvement as a means of...”
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strengthening their countries’ ties to the West and breaking their dependence on Russia.”

Partially similar ambiguity is detectable in the OSCE’s current operation in Ukraine where its role and impact are also assessed differently by the parties to the conflict. The Ukrainian government relies on the SMM’s observation reports of ceasefire violations to substantiate its allegations against Kremlin-led separatists that they are violating various agreements.

Russia also uses officially published observations of the OSCE. Yet, it refers more often to Observer Mission reports from the Ukrainian-Russian border checkpoints at Gukovo and Donetsk although, as mentioned, the observable area there only covers one tenth of the border that Russia shares with Donbas territory currently not controlled by Ukraine’s government. The Kremlin employs these secondary OSCE reports to convince the Russian population and receptive international audiences that the Observer Mission’s monitoring of these two checkpoints supposedly confirms Moscow’s continuing claim that no Russian weaponry and servicemen are crossing the border.

Since 2016, the Russian Federation has been the only country in the Organization to vote against repeated proposals to extend the OSCE’s permanent monitoring presence to the entire border between Russia and the two so-called “people's republics.” The Kremlin’s resistance to such an extension of the SMM’s reach is part and parcel of Russia’s concerted international and domestic effort to publicly misinterpret its delegated inter-state war against Ukraine. Against overwhelming evidence to the contrary, Moscow continues to portray the conflict as a domestic civil war within Ukraine. In the

---
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Kremlin's self-representation, Russia may be a political ally of the separatists. But it allegedly neither was an instigator nor is it an active participant of the armed conflict in the Donets' Basin – a claim that most specialized observers outside Russia and her allies reject.74

The function of the civil war imagery in Kremlin-guided Russian and pro-Russian discourses is to provide Moscow with leverage vis-à-vis Kyiv and the West. The domestic conflict narrative is designed to increase tensions in Ukrainian society that would, from the Kremlin's point of view, ideally lead to state collapse. In view of this approach, it has been predicted that

“Russia will not agree to hand over border control to the Ukrainian authorities as long as it is not necessary in its cost-benefit calculation. It

would practically mean losing influence over the DPR and the LPR, which is a very high price to pay for the Russian regime. Ukrainian forces would be able to regain control over the territories, thus denying Russia its leverage over Kyiv through separatist-controlled areas.”

For Ukraine and its supporters in the international community, the OSCE’s unhindered observation of, if not full control over, the entire border with Russia is at the core of a sustainable conflict settlement. Once gained, it would allow to track and counter-act the illegal movement of weaponry, equipment and other supplies from Russia to the non-government-controlled areas of Donbas. The former Deputy Head of the Presidential Administration of Ukraine Kostiantyn Yeliseev has, among others, identified the OSCE’s full access to the border as a crucial issue. He argued that “special emphasis should be made on obtaining permanent access for the OSCE SMM to the occupied areas, including the border.”

The EU too has explicitly come out in favor of expansion of the OSCE’s access to the border. Among others, Federica Mogherini, the Union’s former High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, has repeatedly demanded unobstructed direct access for monitors to the non-government-controlled section of the Ukrainian-Russian border, and advocated the expansion of the geography of the OSCE SMM’s ground operations.

However, were such a scenario ever to become real, a significant enlargement of the Mission’s staff and resources would be required in order to enable the SMM to provide continuous on-the-spot monitoring of the 400-km-long border section in question. The political, financial and organizational dimensions of this issue are understood in Ukraine. Tetiana Sylina, foreign affairs editor of the Kyiv newspaper Mirror of the Week, asked in 2015:

“...[H]ow will the OSCE—if Russia suddenly agrees—control four hundred (!) kilometers of the border? How many people will be involved in this process? What kind of equipment will they be equipped with? What powers will be given to them? Will they be able to prevent the illegal
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crossing of the border, or will they only fix the cases noted? Will the Organization find funds [...]”78

In any way, as of early 2021, the Kremlin has not become interested in solving or, at least, freezing the conflict which would be a precondition for a heavier presence of the OSCE in the Donbas. Rather, Moscow seemingly wants to let the low-intensity war simmer on, and to keep in place its diverse levers of influence in the Donbas. Russia’s unofficial military presence and close oversight of the DPR as well as LPR combined with her de facto veto power at the OSCE and partial influence on the SMM allows Moscow to control the political agenda in the region. The complexity of the Kremlin’s mixed strategies to shape the situation in Eastern Ukraine encounters an insufficiently prepared international community that struggles to adapt the OSCE’s mode of operation to Russia’s wishes in order to secure, at least, a continuation of its observation activity on the spot.

As Matthew Levinger argued, the OSCE has yet to find a way to deal, in general, with such situations:

“Some of the most intractable conflicts in the OSCE region—e.g. those in Ukraine, the South Caucasus, Moldova, and Nagorno-Karabakh—are located in areas on the periphery of the Russian Federation where Russia has a strong vested interest in the outcome. Given the OSCE’s lack of material instruments of leverage, the organization is unlikely to be able to successfully mediate such conflicts that have become locked into a ‘security competition’ frame.”79

While officially approving of its creation, Moscow was, from the beginning, unsupportive of the OSCE SMM, agreed only reluctantly to its creation, and tried to slow down its deployment. It understood that the Mission’s operation would create obstacles for implementing Russian policies in the Donbas. That the Kremlin approved the set up of the Mission at all was apparently due to the fact that it wanted to prevent a possible arrival of other international monitors in the Donets’ Basin. Johan Engvall details that

“for a while it appeared unlikely that the OSCE participating states would agree on the mission at all. Facing the risk of a stalled process, some EU
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member states in a parallel track pushed for an EU mission. On March 20, 2014 the day before the OSCE participating states agreed to the SMM, the European Council turned the heat on Russia by putting the option of an EU observer mission on the table: ‘In the absence of an OSCE mission in the coming days, the European Union will launch an EU observer mission.’ Moscow, fearing an EU mission, responded the next day by accepting the OSCE SMM, the size, geographical scope and management of which it had managed to constrain during the negotiations.80

Conflicts of the SMM with the “DPR/LPR” and the Ukrainian Government

OSCE’s reports are referred to by both sides of the conflict when they accuse each other of violating the Minsk Agreements.81 Both sides have also imposed restrictions to the freedom of movement of the special monitors. However, a disproportionately larger amount of such restrictions have been imposed by the so called “people’s republics,” and a far smaller number by the Ukrainian government.82 One justification that Kyiv has given for such restrictions is that it fears that Russian or pro-Russian SMM members may use monitoring inspections for military reconnaissance purposes, and report relevant observations to Moscow.

Another recurring issue of the SMM’s movements within the non-government controlled territories was and is that the monitors have been threatened or attacked while conducting their patrols.83 At the early stages of the conflict, OSCE monitors were arrested and held by pro-Russian war lords. Sometimes, their cars were fired at.84 Parked vehicles and monitoring equipment were

purposefully destroyed.85 In recent years, long-range cameras of the OSCE SMM have been frequently destroyed, turned off, or prevented from being installed by Russia-led separatists.86 As mentioned, UAVs are jammed and have been shot at. Against this background, it has been argued that “there is little point in increasing the size of the SMM if it does not have the security and access needed to do its job. The OSCE should be cautious about expanding the Mission unless it is given better political support.”87

The OSCE’s disagreements with the Ukrainian government are often related to Kyiv’s complaints about monitors’ – particularly, those with Russian citizenship – alleged sympathies for, or even involvement with, the Russia-led Donbas separatists’ ideas and activities. There was in 2016 a widely reported scandal around some monitors’ apparent attendance of a wedding of a separatist fighter – an incident that led to the OSCE’s dismissal of those monitors present there.88 In 2019, another OSCE officer was dismissed after explicitly expressing his anti-Ukrainian views.89 On the other hand, there have been distorted Ukrainian reports about the OSCE’s allegedly biased observations, and supposedly exclusive recording of crimes by the Ukrainian military.90

While Kyiv has, in general, welcomed the activities of the SMM, it repeatedly demanded, via official statements of the Ukrainian delegation to the OSCE, that the Mission should put more effort into fulfilling its obligations, as Kyiv sees them, under the existing mandate. One such Ukrainian statement, for instance, said:

“We are fully aware of the security challenges, which the monitors face in these areas while trying to implement the SMM’s mandate, and we urge the Russian side to stop any threats or intimidation of unarmed civilian observers. Still, we expect the Mission to pay close attention to this part of its mandate. The SMM’s findings on the situation in Russia-occupied parts of Donbas related to religious communities or on a very limited scope for freedom of expression and limited access to information including TV channels, websites, books and publications in the Ukrainian language, are valuable for us. We encourage the Mission to provide more information on these issues, not only in the reports of the Chief Monitor to the Permanent Council, but in the daily and weekly reports as well.”

With regard to increased activities of the Russian Federation in the Black Sea too, the Ukrainian government has criticized the OSCE for not sufficiently addressing this issue. The delegation of Ukraine to the OSCE has stated:

“A brief information on the ‘possible effects on the socio-economic situation’, included into your [Ambassador Çevik’s] report to the PC [Permanent Council], does not duly reflect the scope of security, socio-economic and humanitarian challenges stemming from the ongoing of Russia’s militarization of the Sea of Azov, the Black Sea and the occupied Crimea peninsula. As these challenges continue to affect the security situation, freedom of navigation and trade far beyond the Sea of Azov, we urge the SMM to enhance its monitoring activities in this field.”
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Lessons Learned for Similar Future OSCE Missions

This article aimed to answer the question if the SMM so far has had a positive, negative or neutral influence on the de-escalation of the conflict in Ukraine’s Donbas basin. We, first, briefly illustrated why the SMM in Ukraine works under the extraordinary circumstances of an initially high- and later low-intensity conflict and of having to monitor a territory far exceeding the scope of previous OSCE missions. We then partially reported and tentatively reflected upon the debate among Ukrainian and international observers related to the SMM’s mandate and performance.

We find that the mandate’s circumscribed nature, the SMM’s lack of sufficient resources and the contradictions stemming from the simultaneous involvement of the OSCE in the Minsk Process are serious as well as objective challenges and sometimes plain hindrances for the Mission to fully implement its supposed task of soothing and ideally ending the conflict. The most obstructive effects on the SMM’s performance are emanating from Russia’s peculiar double-role as a de facto participant/instigator of the conflict and an, at the same time, major player within the OSCE. Moreover, a whole number of on-the-spot restrictions by the pro-Russian DPR/LPR satellite regimes, and, to a lesser degree, of the Ukrainian government have been and are today frequently hindering the fulfillment of the Mission’s limited mandate. Despite such shortcomings, we have also found that the SMM’s continuous presence, the gradual improvement of its monitoring efforts in the Donbas, and its methodological as well technological advancement have contributed significantly to the conflict’s de-escalation. We therefore identify a clearly net positive contribution of the SMM in terms of partial peacekeeping in Ukraine. Without the SMM’s de-escalating observation and reporting, some more or less prolonged cease-fires would have been much more unlikely to be sustained.

Which lessons can be drawn for the future of the Mission? In September 2019, Ukraine’s then still new President Volodymyr Zelens’kyy stated: “We expect only one from [the OSCE]: that the verification will be honest and powerful. We want the OSCE mission to record every step, every violation, every shot, every life of our Ukrainian citizens.”93 Due to its heavy presence in Ukraine, particularly, in the shape of the SMM, the Organization’s activities in the Donbas, Kyiv and other Ukrainian regions have come to define, to
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considerable extent, the Organization’s general image among its participating states and beyond, since 2014.

In view of the high attention and in order to provide more broadly informed assessment of OSCE activities within the entire Euro-Asiatic region, it has been even warned that “all discussions on OSCE peace operations should not be viewed through the prism of eastern Ukraine.”94 There are, for example, a number of generic challenges that the OSCE faces in various post-Soviet countries, in terms of Russia’s engagement, direct or indirect, in armed or unarmed conflicts with her neighboring countries. The OSCE’s challenges in the Donbas are merely local permutations of this larger issue, and their discussion illustrates more generally diverging views of Russia and the West on the purpose and function of the Organization.95

The case of the OSCE’s Ukrainian engagement is, nevertheless, especially important, first of all, due to the Organization’s larger role as well as in view of the considerable scale and sophisticated structure of its presence in Ukraine. In the opinion of one Kyiv expert,

“[t]oday, Ukraine has actually become a litmus test for the OSCE’s capacity, and the organization itself is undergoing a ‘strength test’ through the settlement of the conflict in Ukraine. This is well understood in Ukraine and that is why real changes in the OSCE to ensure its capacity and adherence to the Helsinki Principles are supported.”96

As outlined, the question of a transformation of the current civilian unarmed mission into something more robust remains open to date. A 2016 idea by then President of Ukraine Poroshenko to arm the Mission was resolutely rejected by all other relevant actors.97 On the other hand, the structure, operation and publications of the OSCE SMM have been significantly improved since the
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start of the Mission’s deployment. The Mission has gained solid rapid reaction capacity, new field operation experience, better technical equipment, and novel knowledge with regard to the use of modern technologies.

Walter Kemp therefore concludes, with regard to the OSCE’s role in the conflict in Donbas and its larger effects, that

“[t]he deployment of the SMM—against the odds and under fire—has demonstrated that the OSCE can move quickly and deploy a sizeable mission of civilian monitors in a hostile environment. It raises both practical and political issues, provides a number of useful lessons (both for future OSCE operations and for the UN and Chapter VIII arrangements), and reopens the debate on the possibilities and limitations of the OSCE’s operational contribution to the maintenance of peace and security. This is not an academic exercise. It will shape the future of the OSCE and could have an impact on the future of security and cooperation in Europe.”

At the same time, the OSCE remains stuck in its purely inter-governmental political set-up and consensual decision-making process. These features become especially dysfunctional when it is necessary, as in the cases of Russia’s role in Transnistria, Abkhazia, South Ossetia or the Donbas, to clearly and officially identify a “hybrid” conflict party that is a member of the OSCE.

According to a Swedish observer, this defect has also to do with the Vienna Document which “is ill-equipped to handle the smaller armies and different force structures of the 21st century.”

To be sure, the OSCE has an instrument to temporarily abandon consensual decision making under certain conditions. However, this option is only rarely used due to various complications of such consequential intraorganizational conflicts, and the de facto veto-power of such large countries as Russia. Ukrainian expert Olena Snyhir has pointed out that “[t]he OSCE has the legal instrument to remove the aggressor state from its conflict resolution activities—a ‘consensus minus one’ principle that was adopted at the 2nd OSCE Council of Ministers Meeting at Prague in 1992 and employed only once in
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relates to former Yugoslavia."101 So far, the OSCE has not been able or willing to use this mechanism with regard to Russia’s purposeful circumscription of the SMM’s role, mandate, size and operation. Moreover, Moscow has continued to be, so far, successful in its stubborn insistence that it is officially not treated as a party to the Donbas conflict by the OSCE.

A general lesson from the Ukrainian case is thus that it would be beneficial, for further OSCE activities, to develop a capacity to respond to challenges and threats which do not fit a traditional “explicit aggression” framework. In a 2015 so-called Interim Report and Recommendations of the Panel of Eminent Persons on European Security as a Common Project, the following recommendations for future OSCE operations were made:

- give priority to conflict prevention;
- try to ensure the OSCE always has a capable Chairmanship both to prevent conflicts and to respond rapidly and effectively in a crisis;
- resolve the question of the OSCE’s legal personality;102
- support an active political strategy to end conflict and strengthen operational capability.103

First experiences from the OSCE’s relatively resolute and multi-dimensional response to the outbreak of the armed conflict in the Donbas in spring 2014 should, perhaps, be seen as all-in-all encouraging. The various new qualities of the SMM and other instruments developed by the OSCE in response to the conflict in Eastern Ukraine are positive signs. They showed that, even though these innovations have not yet led to a solution of the Donbas conundrum, the Organization is, in principle, able to transcend previously established modes of operation. This gives hope that, apart from monitoring elections and recording human rights violations, the OSCE might, in the future, be able to play a larger role, in Eurasia’s ever more complicated international affairs.
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